Thank you for choosing Mt.Borah for your custom team apparel. Please review carefully and inform your CSR if any adjustments need to be made. If no changes are necessary, your CSR will send the approval form via EchoSign for you to electronically sign.

Click Below to Access Your Interactive 3-D Design:

http://mtborah.com/viewer/

Your Account ID: IA.SAUC

Please review this 3D rendering of your product design. Note that colors may appear different from one computer screen to the next.

This 3D approval is used only for logo placements and general design layouts. We will provide a fabric color swatch for your official color approval next.

Legal notice for artwork – It is illegal to use Copyrighted or Trademarked material without written consent of the registered owner. By signing off on this approval, you guarantee that you have written permission for the use of such artwork, and that you will be responsible for any and all reprimands that could occur for unauthorized use of such materials. By signing this form, you are giving Mt.Borah the approval to manufacture your custom design.

Color notice – The color output on fabric will be slightly different than what is represented on your computer screen. To better assist you with the color approval process, we will send out fabric color swatches of your design so you can verify that the colors are accurate. (Rush orders may require that your color swatch be waived)